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Campaign Leader: ASI Md Mojammat Hossain, Domkal Sub Traffic Guard-in-Charge

The "Safe Drive, Save Life" awareness campaign held at Domkal SDO More on January 9,2024,
stood as a collaborative effort between Domkal Police Station and Domkal Girls' College.

The primary objective was to promote road safety practices and instill a sense of responsible
driving among the community. The campaign witnessed active participation from the students of
Domkal Girls' College, demonstrating their commitment to advocating safe driving habits.
Underthe guidance and leadership of ASI Md Mojammat Hossain, the Domkal Sub Traffic
Guard-in-Charge, and the event aimed to raise awareness about the importance of following
traffic rules, wearing seat belts, and adhering to speed limits.



The event commenced with a rally that saw enthusiastic participation from the college students,
holding placards and banners adorned with messages emphasizing the significance of safe
driving. The rally traversed through the major thorough fares of Domkal, attracting the attention
of by standers and commuters, effectively spreading the message of road safety. Various
engaging activities such as interactive sessions, road safety quizzes, and informative speeches
were conducted during the event. These activities aimed to educate attendees, especially the
youth about the potential risks of reckless driving and the pivotal role each individual plays in
ensuring roadsafety.



The collaborative effort between the police authorities and the educational institution proved
instrumental in fostering a culture of responsible driving within the community. The involvement
of Domkal Girls' College students added a vibrant energy to the campaign, amplifying its impact
on the local populace.

In conclusion, the "Safe Drive, Safe Life" awareness campaign at Domkal SDO More was
aresounding success, effectively advocating for safer road practices and encouraging a
collectivecommitment towards reducing road accidents. The event served as a reminder of the
sharedresponsibilityweallholdin creating asafer environmenton theroads.
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